EURAG conference in Moscow, Russia, on September 19th, 2019

Lifelong Learning - The Right of Access to Education for Older Persons

September 19th, 2019  10.00 - 15.30 hours
Conference venue: Civic Chamber of the Russian Federation, Miusskaya square, 7, bld. 1, Moscow

The conference will be attended by representatives of the Committee on the Social Policy of the Federation Council of the RF Federal Assembly, the Federation Council Committee on International Affairs, the Ministry of Labour and Social Affairs of the Russian Federation, the RF Ministry of Education and Science, the Moscow City Government, the Russian Union of Pensioners, public organizations, science and business community.

Dirk Jarré, EURAG president – Reflections on the importance of the right to education
Rosemarie Kurz, Austria – Lifelong Learning in retirement in Europe
Pavel Kalvach, Czech Republic – Five reasons why to enforce and strengthen links of EURAG with the Russian Union of Pensioners
Monique Epstein, France – Empower seniors to be e-included: they will become active and creative citizens and change society!
Gediminas Kuliesis, Lithuania – Lifelong learning in Lithuania- challenges and perspectives
Jožica Puhar, Slovenia – Implementation of the Slovenian Active Aging Strategy.
Dana Steinova, Czech Republic-Center of Lifelong Learning in Prague-a unique self-financed project
Vaike Pahn, Estonia-Learning of older people,a subject of research and development in Estonia.
Roland Grunder, Switzerland – Lifelong learning as a tool to fit into a labour market
Peter Hansen, Denmark- Educational possibilities for pensioners in Denmark

A welcome coffee, a coffee break and a lunch will be a part of the conference.
When the conference is over, 16.00 pm – 19.00 pm Exploratory tour for EURAG members to learn how the “Moscow Longevity” program is being implemented by the Moscow Government

(Dinner on your own)